
Modeling Potential 

FSF Changes (Part II)



Agenda

1. Review modeled changes from last meeting

2. New potential changes:
A. Portfolio Weights

B. Concentration Weight

C. Special Education Breakage

D. Poverty without removing AIS weights

E. Change ATS policy

3. Discuss next steps
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Last Meeting’s Modeling
1. Increase the Per School Base Foundation Funding ($225,000/school) – Adjust the

full base per weighted pupil funding that includes collective bargaining.

a. Change SE and ELL weights in addition to base funding, to protect funds for those 

students

2. Replace Incoming Test Scores with Poverty Data: Use Poverty (free lunch) to 

replace the Below/Well Below Academic Need Weight

3. Add a new weight for Students in Temporary Housing (STH) – Add a new weight for 

students in temporary housing.

a. Change SE and ELL weights in addition to base funding, to protect funds for 

those students
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This Meeting’s Potential FSF Changes
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1. Discuss portfolio weights – discussion of the current portfolio weights and their costs, 

and any discussion of potential options the group would like to see modeled.

2. Create concentration weights – these weights direct funding specifically to schools 

with concentrations of need, including poverty, students with disabilities, ELLs, students 

in temporary housing, and other needs.

3. To address breakage, create new weights for special education students in small 

schools – modeled at 0.5 for schools that qualify.

4. Model new poverty weights without removing AIS weights – Create new weights of 

0.24 for K-5 poverty and 0.12 for 6-12 poverty.

5. Replace actual teacher salaries in schools with citywide average teacher 

salaries – charge all schools the same amount for staff, regardless of actual staff 

salaries.

Assumptions: Run to work at current funding level; with information included to ensure 

you have information on the additional funding needed to make these changes while 

protecting current allocations.



1. Quick Review of Portfolio Weights

Portfolio weights, unlike most FSF weights, fund students based not on the 

characteristics of the student, but of the school, in certain categories: CTE, 

Specialized Academic, Specialized Audition, Transfer.

Portfolio weights total roughly $60 million across the system overall.
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FSF Category Type of Pupil Need and Grade Span Weights FY 2023 Per Capita Number of Students Total Cost

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 1 0.26 $1,091.31 4,347 $4,743,611

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 2 0.17 $713.71 13,233 $9,444,413

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 3 0.12 $503.11 9.568 $4.813,580

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 4 0.05 $209.54 1,414 $296,262

Portfolio High Schools - Specialized Academic 0.25 $1,048.77 19,530 $20,482,393

Portfolio High Schools - Specialized Audition 0.35 $1,468.91 4,420 $6,492,583

Portfolio High Schools - Transfer - Heavy Graduation Challenge 0.40 $1,678.45 6,230 $10,456,747

Portfolio High Schools - Transfer - Regular Graduation Challenge 0.21 $874.73 2,619 $2,290,926

Total 61,360 $59,020,515



2. What is a Concentration Weight?

FSF allocations, except for Portfolio weights, look only at individual students.

A concentration weight allocates a variable amount of funding depending on 

the concentration of need overall at the school, not just at the individual 

level.

This is in line with studies on this topic that show that as needs compound, 
they each require more resources to address than individually.

More districts across the country are adding these types of calculations to their 

school funding formulas. Examples include Boston and San Francisco.
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2. Create concentration weights

Adjust SE and maintain ELL weights in order to continue to meet mandated needs; other academic 

need weights lowered.

Net impact: This change models reallocating funding to 508 schools identified as being in the 

top third of concentrations of need (as defined below). These schools will (generally) 

receive increases, and other schools will receive decreases. If new funding were instead 

available, the cost to do this where no school loses funding would be $60 million plus 

fringe benefits.

Needs being considered are:

• School free lunch eligibility percentage

• School English Language Learner percentage

• School Students in Temporary Housing/Students in Shelters percentage

• School Students with Disabilities percentage

• School students in foster care percentage

Schools are identified based on the overall proportion of schools with these needs. Each 

student with the need receives one point, plus a fraction of a point based on their overall 
proportion of need for each need identified. We then calculate the schools with the highest 
numbers of points per actual student.
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2. Create concentration weights

Example: P.S. 123 enrolls ten students. 

Eight students – 80% – of their students receive free lunch, so P.S. 123 receives 
1.80 for each of those eight students, totaling 14.4 points. 

Four students – 40% – of their students are ELLs, so P.S. 123 receives 1.40 for 
each of these students, totaling 5.6 points. 

Three students – 30% – of their students are SWDs, so P.S. 123 receives 1.30 for 
each of those students, totaling 3.9 points.

We then total up all those points – 14.4, 5.6, and 3.9 to get a total of 23.9.

This total is then divided against the number of students, to get an index of 2.39 for 
the school.

We then compare P.S. 123 to every school in the system, and look at the one-third 
of schools with the highest indices to receive additional funding under this model.
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2. Create concentration weights

• School P.S. 123 has a higher index than P.S. 456 because P.S. 123 has a higher 

concentration of poverty.



2. Create concentration weights

We’ve run two scenarios, one using a “continuous” approach, one using a “tiered” approach, 

both at $60 million.

Continuous approach: Net impact: $60 million

• This is similar to the approach used in the Academic Recovery ARPA allocations we 

distributed to schools last year and this year.

• Schools that qualify receive funding on a variable per capita – where the per capita will 
increase as the need increases – based on their need proportional to the neediest 

school.

• This creates more of an opportunity for schools at the highest end to receive 
additional funding, but as the multipliers are variable, it is difficult for principals to 

effectively plan.

Tiered approach: Net impact: $60 million

• This approach creates three tiers based on concentration of need, with different 

cutoffs for three different per capita amounts depending on need concentration.

• Schools that qualify receive funding on a per capita basis – at $157.44 per pupil, 
$314.89 per pupil (twice as much), or $472.33 per pupil (three times as much).

• This ensures that all schools that qualify receive additional net funding, and a fixed per 
capita makes planning simpler for schools, but is less scientific in its allocation.
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2. Create concentration weights

Gradually increasing the weight of the concentration allocation through the 

continuous methodology or the tiered methodology ensures that no school 

jumps from a large allocation to zero funds from one year to another based 

on small changes in student needs.

IMPACT:

▪ Average school gaining funding gains $108k/$88k in continuous/tiered scenarios.

▪ Average school losing funding loses $42k/$44k in continuous/tiered scenarios. 



2. Create concentration weights
Net impact:

• The continuous model moves approximately $46 million from approximately 1,100 schools 

to approximately 400 schools.

• Fewer schools receive funds in the continuous model because the schools at the margin receive 
less funds in the new weight which is offset the reduced FSF per capita.

• The tiered model moves approximately $45 million from approximately 1,000 schools to 

approximately 500 schools.

• This change transfers funds from generally low-poverty schools to high-poverty schools.

• There are schools with very high poverty who will receive a reduction with this allocation 

because they have very low counts of students with other needs (e.g., ELLs, STH).
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Category Impact

Grade Weight ($70,082,126)

ICT $16,534,981

SC $2,665,004

AIS ($7,856,566)

ELL $0

Portfolio ($1,261,292)

New Concentration Weight $60,000,000

Total Change $0



2. Create concentration weights
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Continuous 

Model

Tiers Model Continuous 

Model less 
Tiers Model

Districts 

w/largest 
increases 

per capita

D09 (+$206 pp)

D12 (+$183 pp)
D32 (+$115 pp)

D07 (+$107 pp)

D09 (+$156 pp)

D12 (+$146 pp)
D32 (+$105 pp)

D23 (+$ 93 pp)

D09 (+$50 pp)

D12 (+$37 pp)
D24 (+$24 pp)

D07 (+$19 pp)

Districts 

w/largest 
decreases

per capita

D26 (-$80 pp)

D29 (-$73 pp)
D18 (-$70 pp)

D03 (-$70 pp)

D26 (-$80 pp)

D03 (-$66 pp)
D29 (-$64 pp)

D02 (-$61 pp)

D22 (-$23 pp)

D21 (-$17 pp)
D11 (-$17 pp)

D25 (-$15 pp)



3. Create a new weight for special education in small schools 
Adjust SE and maintain ELL weights in order to continue to meet mandated needs; other academic 

need weights lowered.

This change models addressing breakage by looking at schools have fewer than 60 registers 

per grade, and for those schools adding a weight of 0.50 (about $2,100 plus associated CB) 

for students in ICT and self-contained settings.

Net impact:

• This change reallocates about $57 million in funding to a new SE weight from other parts of 

the FSF formula. It moves funding from approximately 1,000 schools to approximately 500 

schools. If new funding were instead available, the cost to do this where no school loses 

funding would be $57 million plus fringe benefits.

• This reduces the per-weighted-pupil weight 

by $84.50, while keeping SE and ELL funding

constant.

• Table by need weight impact:
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Category Impact

Grade Weight ($66,003,001)

ICT $15,572,564

SC $2,509,887

AIS ($7,399,275)

ELL $0

Portfolio ($1,187,879)

New Concentration 
Weight

$56,507,705

Total Change ($0)



3. Create a new weight for special 

education in small schools 
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Districts w/largest

increase per capita

D23 (+346 pp)

D04 (+216 pp)
D16 (+215 pp)
D05 (+191 pp)

Districts w/largest 

decreases per capita

D24 (-$72 pp)

D20 (-$61 pp)
D28 (-$55 pp)
D21 (-$53 pp)



4. Add a poverty weight for all schools
Add a new poverty weight (in this case, free lunch) for schools that currently receive test 

score-based AIS Weights and double the existing poverty weight for schools that currently 

receive the poverty weight. This translates to a weight of 0.24 for K-5 schools and 0.12 for 

grades 6-12 schools.

Net impact: This change moves $277 million from generally lower-poverty schools to higher-

poverty schools. If new funding were instead available, the cost to do this where no school 

loses funding would be $277 million plus fringe benefits.

• Approximately 550 schools lose funding, at about $75,000 per school.

• Approximately 950 schools gain funding, at about $45,000 per school.

• Reduce the Per-Weighted-Pupil weight (incl. 

Collective Bargaining) by $475.89.

IMPACT:
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Category Impact

Grade Weight ($371,826,646)

ICT $87,727,740

SC $14,139,402

AIS $0

ELL $0

Portfolio ($6,691,893)

New AIS Funding $ 276,651,398.22

Current Poverty to .24 $130,716,613

New Poverty of .12 $145,934,784

Total Change $0
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Districts w/increased 

per capita: (from largest 

per capita gain to 

smallest gain)

D9, D12, D7, D8, D10, D19, 

D11, D6, D20, D27, D4, D23, 

D14, D32, D5, D18, D16, D17, 

D1

Districts w/decreased 

per capita: (from largest 

per capita loss to 

smallest loss)

D24, D15, D29, D22, D21, 

D30, D25, D28, D3, D13, D31, 

D26, D2

4. Add a poverty weight for all schools



5. Change Average Teacher Salary policy
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This change models the impact of “charging” schools the same amount for a teacher regardless of 

teacher actual salaries – which, in practice, vary across schools. 

Net impact:

• This change moves no money between schools; however, it impacts purchasing power at schools –

in that schools will find that their existing teachers will be more or less expensive, and therefore 
these schools will need to adjust their budgets accordingly.

• This shifts approximately $175 million in budget flexibility from schools with lower average teacher 
salary to schools with higher teacher average salary. If new funding were instead available, the cost 

to do this where no school loses funding would be $175 million plus fringe benefits.

• Generally, average salaries are higher in low poverty schools, and lower in high poverty schools. 

Salaries are highest in Staten Island and eastern Queens, which will see more purchasing power 
under this policy, and lowest in the central and south Bronx, which will see less purchasing power.
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5. Change our Average Teacher Salary policy

Districts w/largest

increase per capita

D18 (+384 pp)

D26 (+345 pp)
D31 (+335 pp)
D29 (+274 pp)

Districts w/largest 

decreases per capita

D7 (-$440 pp)

D12 (-$431 pp)
D4 (-$405 pp)
D9 (-$368 pp)
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Next steps for modeling

1. Additional Qs/thoughts on tweaks to these 

proposals?

2. Potential next sets of analyses:

• Portfolio weights (if recommended by group)

• Impact of Class Size legislation

• What else?
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APPENDIX
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FSF Category Type of Pupil Need and Grade Span Weights FY 2023 Per Capita

Grade Weight - All Pupils: K-5 1 $4,197.19 

Grade Weight - All Pupils: 6-8 1.08 $4,533.31 

Grade Weight - All Pupils: 9-12 1.03 $4,322.70 

Academic Intervention - Poverty* 0.12 $503.66 

Academic Intervention - 4-5 Below 0.25 $1,048.77 

Academic Intervention - 6-8 Below 0.35 $1,468.91 

Academic Intervention - 9-12 Below 0.25 $1,048.77 

Academic Intervention - 4-5 Well Below 0.40 $1,678.45 

Academic Intervention - 6-8 Well Below 0.50 $2,099.66 

Academic Intervention - 9-12 Well Below 0.40 $1,678.45 

Academic Intervention - 9-12 Heavy Graduation Challenge OTC 0.40 $1,678.45 

English Language Learner - K-5 Freestanding English as a New 

Language (ENL)
0.40 $1,678.45 

English Language Learner - 6-12 Freestanding English as a New 

Language (ENL)
0.50 $2,099.66 

English Language Learner - K-5 Bilingual 0.44 $1,846.76 

English Language Learner - 6-12 Bilingual 0.55 $2,308.45 

English Language Learner - K-5 Former ELL (Commanding) 0.13 $545.63 

English Language Learner - 6-12 Former ELL (Commanding) 0.12 $503.66 

English Language Learner - K-12 Student with Interrupted 

Formal Education (SIFE)
0.12 $503.66 

Special Education Programs – Low Intensity <=20% (SING) 0.56 $2,350.68 

Special Education Programs – Moderate Intensity 21% to 59% 

(MLT)
1.25 $5,248.93 

Special Education Programs - K-8 Less Inclusive >=60% (SC) 1.18 $4,956.12 

Special Education Programs - 9-12 Less Inclusive >=60% (SC) 0.58 $2,451.51 

Special Education Programs - K More Inclusive >=60% (ICT) 2.09 $8,764.65 

Special Education Programs - 1-12 More Inclusive >=60% 1.74 $7,303.71 

Special Education Programs - K-12 Post IEP Support 0.12 $503.66 

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 1 0.26 $1,091.31 

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 2 0.17 $713.71 

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 3 0.12 $503.11 

Portfolio High Schools - CTE Tier 4 0.05 $209.54 

Portfolio High Schools - Specialized Academic 0.25 $1,048.77 

Portfolio High Schools - Specialized Audition 0.35 $1,468.91 

Portfolio High Schools - Transfer - Heavy Graduation Challenge 0.40 $1,678.45 

Portfolio High Schools - Transfer - Regular Graduation 

Challenge
0.21 $874.73 

Grade-Level and 

Academic Need 

Weights for FY 2023:


